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 Do not begin assembly or installation of this product until you have read and understand all the 

information concerning its safe use contained within this manual. If there are any additional concerns 

or questions, please contact Canopy Breezes @ 1-844-4IN-TO-OUT or 1-844-446-8668 or refer back to 

this manual for guidance. 

 Using TheCAMPTM during inclement weather, such as high winds and rain, can lead to the damage of 

product, components attached to this product, and structures this product is attached to. To insure the 

safety of all the above mentioned, as well as the possible injury to all others in the general area, please 

be stay alert to approaching weather and remove TheCAMPTM prior to it arriving. 

 Make sure that the supporting structure (canopy tent or other able bodied structure) that TheCAMPTM 

is attached to is properly erected according to it manufacturer’s instructions, free from defect or 

damage, and is capable of supporting the weight of this product and its attached components. 

 Make sure that the supporting structure (canopy tent or other able structure) that TheCAMPTM is 

secured with the proper safety apparatuses such as tent stakes, leg weights, or gravity weights as 

suggested by its manufacturer.  

 Some components of TheCAMPTM are small enough to be a CHOKING HAZARD for children (and adults). 

To be safe, keep TheCAMPTM and all components away from children before and after being properly 

assembled. Please remember that at any time assembled parts of this product can become loose and 

detached. Always check for loose components before use and before and after storage. 

 Always use an assistant to lift TheCAMPTM and its components into place. 

 Tighten knobs and screws firmly, but do not over tighten. Over tightening of knobs and screws can 

damage screws, nuts, knob threads, knob heads, or the supporting structure. Damage to this hardware 

can reduce this product’s ability to hold the recommended maximum load wright discussed in this 

manual. TheCAMPTM is ideal for use with most 23”- 40” flat screens. Max Load for the flat screen and its 

components is not to exceed 20lbs. (This does not include this product) Please check your flat screen 

television’s owner’s manual to correctly identify weight. Note: It is suggested that the flat screen’s 

stand be removed prior to installation. 

 Always connect both included safety straps during the installation process. Make sure that the straps 

are properly threaded though the strap slits and are securely connected to the supporting structure’s 

(canopy tent or other able structure) upper side frame. 

 This product is designed to be used both outdoors and indoors. If using AnchorsAwayTM bolts to attach 

this product to other surfaces than a tent. Please read and carefully follow the AnchorsAwayTM owner’s 

manual (section) for proper instructions on installing. 
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Carefully follow the steps described in this manual for the proper assembly of your Canopy Attachment 

Mounting Piece (TheCAMPTM) prior to its use. Although TheCAMPTM arrives boxed in a mostly preassembled 

condition, there are two final steps needed to complete after removing and unwrapping to have it ready to 

connect it to your flat screen television and install. To insure your safety, as well as those around the 

product during its use, it is very important that you follow the last two steps of assembly instructions 

carefully. Those instructions are listed below under the headings: The Canopy Attachment Mounting Piece 

(TheCAMPTM) ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS No.1 thru No.9. Following those instructions, this manual offers 

step by step instruction on this products installation and use under the headings: The Canopy Attachment 

Mounting Piece (TheCAMPTM) FIELD USE INSTALLATION AND USE INSTRUCTIONS N0.1 thru No.11.  

If there are any questions or concerns about the instructions STOP AND DO NOT USE THE PRODUCT. Call 1-

844-4-IN-TO-OUT (1-844-446-8668) for further clarification of the assembly or installation processes or 

information on how to easily return the product back to our facility.  

 

PARTS OF TheCAMPTM THAT SHOULD BE IN YOUR BOX WHEN PRODUCT ARRIVES TO YOUR HOME 
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION  QTY.

1 RIGHT VESA CONNECTION PLATE W/ C-TRACK 1

2 LEFT VESA CONNECTION PLATE W/ C-TRACK 1

3 UPPER HORIZONTAL RAIL 1

4 SUPPORT POLE GRASPING HAND 2

5 DIAGONAL SUPPORT BAR 1

6 VESA PLATE 1

7 ANGLE TAB 2

8 NUT, NYLOCK, 1/4-20, STEEL, ZINC 3

9 SCREW, CAP, 1/4-20 X 1, STEEL, ZINC 1

10 CAP SCREW, 1/4 X 1.25, PT, STEEL, ZINC 2

11 WASHER, 1/4 X .723, PLASTIC, BLACK 1

12 CARRIAGE BOLT, 1/4-20 X 1, STEEL, ZINC 1

13 SCREW, BH, SHCS, 1/4-20 X 1/2, SS, 18-8 4

14 WASHER, FLAT, 1/4, STEEL, ZINC 6

15 NYLON WASHER, 1.25 x .265 x .0625 3

16 HAND KNOBS, M8 X 1.25, 20MM, SOFT TIP 3

17 FIVE LOBE KNOB, 1/4-20, PLASTIC 3

18 FHS-0420-16 PEM, STUD, 1/4-20 X 1, SS 1

19 4MX16M PAN HD PHILLIPS ZINC 4

20 4MX20M PAN HD PHILLIPS ZINC 4

21 6MX16M PAN HD PHILLIPs ZINC 4

22 6MX20M PAN HD PHILLIPS ZINC 4

23 8MX16M PAN HD PHILLIPS ZINC 4

24 8MX20M PAN HD PHILLIPS ZINC 4

25 4M FLAT WASHER ZINC 4

26 6M FLAT WASHER ZINC 4

27 8M FLAT WASHER ZINC 4
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The Canopy Attachment Mounting Piece (TheCAMPTM) 

FIELD USE INSTALLATION AND USE INSTRUCTIONS 

 Remove TheCAMP and all other components from your shipping box including all bags of hardware and 

safety straps 

 Alongside of a Phillips head screwdriver, lay all parts on a flat surface 
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 Do not begin assembly of this product and installation of any personal property until you have read 

and understand all the information concerning the safe use of TheCAMPTM within this manual. If there 

are any additional concerns or questions, please contact Canopy Breezes @ 1-844-4IN-TO-OUT or 1-

844-446-8668. 

 TheCAMPTM’s VESA mounting plate accommodates displays with 75x75, 100x100, 200x100, and 

200x200 VESA mounting patterns, which includes most 23" to 42" TVs*. It supports up to 25 lbs. MAX 

(including the weight of the bracket itself) 
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The below photos are from our website’s “How to Video;” this video can also be of assistance to you. To view the 
video, please go to www.canopybreezes and scroll down. 

 

 

http://www.canopybreezes/
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 TheCAMPTM attaches universally to most square canopy tent poles.  

 It is always easier and safer to ask for a partner’s assistance while connecting your flat screen, which is 

now connected to TheCAMP, to your canopy tent’s support leg. 

 Have one individual hold the flat screen and face the support pole where the set is going to be 

attached. Have another individual stand behind the “chosen” leg. Lift the screen and the connected 

CAMP upwards and move the two arms of TheCAMP toward the corner leg. When holding the flat 

screen it is difficult to see the arms of TheCAMP and it is difficult to maneuver the grasping hands at 

the base of each arm into the right place. Therefore, have a partner stand behind the pole. The can 

easily guide both grasping hands of TheCAMP perfectly into place and then tighten the grasping hands 

to the pole using the tightening knobs to securely hold TheCAMP and the flat screen in place. 

 The safest installation location for TheCAMP on your canopy tents pole is to have the upper grasping 

hand of TheCAMP affixed tightly above the diagonal support bar on your canopy tent. This ensures that 

if the flat screen were to slide down the pole it will be stopped by the diagonal support bar. You may 

also install TheCAMP in the center of your canopy’s support pole (mid-way down), just make sure that 

the grasping hand’s knobs are tightened enough to keep TheCAMP and your flat screen from sliding. 

 

The below photos are from our website’s “How to Video;” this video can also be of assistance to you. To view the 
video, please go to www.canopybreezes and scroll down. 

 

http://www.canopybreezes/
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 Although you may feel like your CAMP and flat screen are secure without safety straps, it is highly 

recommended that you attach the safety straps and use corner securing spikes at the base of each leg 

of your canopy tent. Inclement weather is always a possibility and tents are shaped in a way that is 
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easy for them to catch gusts of wind if not taken down prior to bad approaching weather. Although we 

do not expect a product malfunction, it is always best to use the straps. We do not want your CAMP 

and your flat screen to be damaged. 

 Take one strap at a time and thread the non-buckled end through one of the safety slits (A or B). Take 

the end you have threaded through the slit and thread it up, over, and through, the diamond shaped 

side support rails of your canopy tent. Then take the unthreaded end of the strap back toward the 

buckle and thread it through the buckle as shown below. (Photos 1-5) Now that the safety strap is in 

the proper place, remove the extra slack out of the strap by pulling the non-buckle end tight.  

 Double check the threading of the strap through the buckle to make sure that the strap is secure and 

that it does not loosen if pulled on. If there are any questions about proper threading you may refer to 

this YouTube video:      

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p5AcVEUE1n0 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p5AcVEUE1n0
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 Your mounted flat screen’s position can be adjusted up or down by using TheCAMP ability to be swiveled 

±90°, tilted ±15°, and rotated ±4°. Once your flat screen is in the proper viewing position, use the black knob 

(A) to tighten the plate holding your flat screen into place. 
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 It is highly suggested that you have an assistant help when removing your flat screen and CAMP.  

 Have one individual hold the flat screen and face the support pole where the set is going to be 

removed from. Have another individual stand behind the leg and TheCAMP and loosen the grasping 

hand’s tightening knobs. Once loosened, TheCAMP and screen can be lift upwards and off of the 

corner leg.  

 Once TheCAMP and flat screen are separated, have your assistant set the flat screen down carefully to 

remove the flat screen from TheCAMP. You only need to remove the flat screen. TheCAMP stays 

together in storage. 

 

 Once TheCAMP is assembled, it is not to be disassembled. The flat screen should be the only thing not 

attached when storing your CAMP. Although TheCAMP is made from weather resistant materials, it is 

recommended that it is stored in a dry place. 

 

 

 

Below are instructions for the optionally purchased AnchorsAway brackets. These 

brackets allow our customers to take their CAMPs back to the house to install their 

flat screen on any wall or post. 
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 There are two (2) types of AnchorsAwayTM brackets and each type comes in pairs. The 90 degree 

shaped “L” brackets are designed to extend your 25”- 40” (less than 20 lbs.) flat screen straight out 

from the wall. The “V” shaped or 45 degree brackets are designed to install your CAMP and the flat 

screen it is holding 45 degrees to the left or to the right. There are not two different types of 45 degree 

AnchorsAwayTM brackets for a left or right shift. There is only one pair and the pair would simply be 

flipped to change the direction. 
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 Cut out a sheet of paper or cardboard the approximate size of your TV and hang it on the wall in your 

desired location.  

  Affix to the wall with painter’s tape.  

 Test out that location from different locations around the room – make sure it’s centered and isn’t 

positioned so high that it strains your neck when you look at it.  

 Look for a location with no glare, and good visibility from all sitting areas in the room.  

 For maximum viewing comfort, plan to mount your TV and TheCAMPTM at a height on the wall that 

corresponds to the viewer’s eye level when seated — typically, with the center of the screen 40-45 

inches off the floor.  

 Choose a location close to an electrical outlet. Measure the length of the TV’s power and HDMI or 

cable cords to be sure they will reach. 

 Once you’ve picked an ideal location for the television, run the stud finder along the top of the paper.  

 Use a stud finder to locate the two studs in your wall that will support your TV.  

 Mark the location of each stud’s center with a pencil. Use a nail to confirm a stud has been located. 

 Mark lightly in pencil where the corners of the flat screen will be and remove the paper.  

 Measure the distance between the top and bottom holes on each TV mounting arm. Mark two points 

in the center of each wall stud, corresponding to these holes.  

 Use a level to ensure the mounting holes for each arm are even. 

 Hold the TheCAMPTM up against the wall and use a level to make sure it’s perfectly straight and in the 

right place.  

 Use a friend to help you hold the wall mount. Tip: Remember the old adage, “mark twice and cut 

once.” That same rule applies to drilling in walls – check that the mounting holes are level twice before 

drilling. Although easy to install TheCAMPTM, go slow and think things through. We do not want you to 

damage your wall. 
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• Use a power drill to drill pilot holes for the wall bracket screws or bolts.  

•    Attach the chosen AnchorsAwayTM pair of brackets to the wall using the screws or bolts provided 

with the wall mount kit. Do not forget the washers, these are very important. If the surface you are 

attaching TheCAMP and flat screen to are brick or concrete, use the provided lag bolts. Make sure you 

drill the correct diameter and depth hole when using lag bolts. Professional  

•   Have a friend hold the mount against the wall where you’ve drilled the pilot holes and turn the 

screws to attach. • This is the easiest part – simply have a friend hold the mount against the wall where 

you’ve drilled the pilot holes and drill screws to attach. If you used the lag bolts, drive them snugly with 

a hammer (gently), then tighten the brackets on with a wrench or socket wrench. 

 • Check again that the screen is level once mounted 
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Safety Check: Do not attempt attaching the television alone. Have one person hold the (less than 20 lbs.) 

flat screen in place the brackets while one or two others connect TheCAMPTM to the newly installed pair of 

brackets..  

• Confirm that every point of connection is locked down securely. Test your installation with a few light tugs.  

• Test and troubleshoot connections and TV functions to be sure they all work.  

• Make adjustments as necessary. Be sure to get help if you need to remove the TV from the wall. 

 

If you need further assistance, please call our trouble shooting hotline at 1-844-4IN-TO-OUT (1-844-446-8668) 

or at customerservice@canopybreezes.com. 

 

mailto:customerservice@canopybreezes.com
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